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ABSTRACT 

Traditional catalyst systems are reliable means to produce polymers with well-

defined architectures and thermomechanical properties; however, they are often limited by 

a narrow monomer scope and their ability access few, if any, advanced polymer 

architectures. To address this limitation, a new class of catalysts have recently emerged 

that feature redox-active moieties that may access advanced architectures through catalyst 

electronic modulation that arises from redox events occurring on the ligand scaffold or at 

the active metal center itself. For example, researchers have explored the ability of redox-

active catalysts to impart “on-off” kinetic control during ring-opening polymerizations and 

their ability to access block copolymers via redox-switching for a host of monomers.  

This thesis provides a historical perspective of, and introduction to, redox-active 

(or in some cases redox-switchable) catalysis for ring-opening polymerization (ROP), 

including both its advantages and its limitations. I will then describe our attempts to expand 

the field of redox-active catalysis to include olefin polymerizations using tetradentate 

[ONNO], zirconium-centered precatalysts. These precatalysts, which bear ferrocenyl units 

symmetrically appended to the ligand are used to polymerize 1-hexene, a model α-olefin 

monomer. Lastly, I will provide a brief perspective as to remaining challenges that are of 

interest to the field of redox-active olefin polymerization catalysis. Specifically, it is 

interesting to note that no example of polymer tacticity modulation via redox-activity has 

heretofore been reported in the literature.  
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CHAPTER 1.  

INTRODUCTION: A HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF REDOX-

ACTIVE POLYMERIZATION CATALYSTS 
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A version of this chapter was originally published by Nicholas M. Shawver, Alicia M. 

Doerr, and Brian K. Long: 

 

Nicholas M. Shawver, Alicia M. Doerr, Brian K. Long. “A Perspective on Redox-

Switchable Ring-Opening Polymerization.” J. Polym. Sci. 2023, 61 (5), 361-371. 

 

I collected all references, generated all figures (except Figures 1.1, 1.4, and 1.6), and 

composed the initial draft of the manuscript. Alicia Doerr and I contributed equally to all 

other aspects of preparing and completing this manuscript. Professor Brian Long advised 

this work and aided in the preparation of the manuscript.  

Abstract 

A polymer’s properties and functionality are directly related to the constituent 

monomers from which it was synthesized, the order in which these monomers are 

assembled, and the degree to which monomers are enchained. Furthermore, a standing 

challenge in the field of polymer synthesis is to provide temporal polymerization control 

that can be leveraged to access a variety of advanced polymer architectures. Though many 

polymer classes are attractive for various applications, polyesters have drawn considerable 

recent interest due to the potential of these materials to provide biodegradable alternatives 

to other, often petroleum derived, polymeric materials that create concerning, long-term 

environmental impacts. Many of these biodegradable polyesters can be produced via the 

transition-metal catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of cyclic ester and cyclic ether 

monomers. Through researchers’ quest to access precise and well-defined polyesters via 
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ring-opening polymerization, an intriguing class of stimuli-responsive catalysts have 

emerged. More specifically, catalyst systems have been developed in which their electronic 

nature may be modulated via either ligand-based or active metal site-based redox-

switchability. These redox-switchable catalysts have been shown to exhibit altered 

chemoselectivity and kinetic modulation as a function of catalyst redox-state. Herein, we 

will discuss the beginnings, select recent advancements, and an outlook on the field of 

redox-switchable ring-opening polymerizations. 

Introduction 

The widespread use of consumer plastics has exponentially grown since the mid-

1900s; however, their ever-increasing demand and ubiquity in everyday life has led to 

global production reaching over 400 million tons in 2015.1 Polymers and plastics are often 

classified based upon the functionality of the monomers from which they are derived, 

including: polyolefins, acrylics, silicones, and polyesters, just to name a few. Of these 

major polymer classes, polyolefins are the most widely produced and used polymers in the 

world, a fact that can be attributed to their derivation from cheap and abundant monomeric 

feedstocks, as well as their vast array of accessible thermal and mechanical properties. 

Though polyolefins provide low-cost and robust materials for countless consumer 

applications, they are also long-lived materials that necessitate large energy input or land 

area to dispose of, thus creating a large environmental risk factor.2 In contrast, polyesters 

are of significant interest due to their facile degradation via ester cleavage along the 

polymer backbone, often imparting biodegradability and a finite lifetime for some variants. 
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Such properties make polyesters key candidates for polyolefin alternatives for a multitude 

of applications.3-6  

Polylactide (or poly(lactic acid)) (PLA) and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) are 

prototypical examples of commercially relevant and biodegradable polyesters. These 

polymers are traditionally synthesized via ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of their 

respective cyclic-ester monomers using transition metal-based catalysts such as tin(II) 2-

ethylhexanoate (SnOct2).7-13 While SnOct2 and other transition-metal catalysts have been 

proven to offer a reasonable degree of polymerization control and fast kinetics, researchers 

continue to pursue advanced catalyst species that offer better and/or unique opportunities 

to imbue ROPs with greater polymerization control and precision. One such example is 

through the development of redox-switchable catalysis (RSC). RSC offers a pathway by 

which the selectivity and/or activity a catalytic system may be modulated through the 

oxidation or reduction of either the ligand scaffold or its active metal center.14 Because of 

this, researchers have shown that observed changes in the catalytic activity and selectivity 

as a function of redox state can be directly attributed to changes in the electron density at, 

or around, the active metal center.15 

The seminal example of RSC was reported by Wrighton and coworkers in 1995 

who developed a rhodium-bisphosphinocobaltocene complex that was found to be 

approximately 16 times more active for the hydrogenation of cyclohexene in its reduced 

state than in its oxidized state.16 Following their report the field of RSC grew rapidly, 

eventually expanding into the field of transition-metal catalyzed polymerization 

methodologies which include: ROP, coordination-insertion polymerization of olefins, ring 
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opening metathesis polymerization, and controlled free radical polymerization. These 

developments have changed how scientists think about tailored polymer synthesis, 

resulting in a field of research that is no longer confined to a one-catalyst, one-polymer 

paradigm, but instead allow for monomer chemoselectivity (Figure 1.1) as well as provide 

access to advanced polymer architectures, such as block copolymers and cyclic 

homopolymers.17-28 The following perspective is meant to provide a brief overview of the 

field of redox-switchable ROP. Though this is not intended to be an all-encompassing 

review, it will highlight the origins and recent advances in the field, as well as provide 

insights into remaining challenges and opportunities.19, 29-33 

1. Redox-Switchable Polymerization Using Chemical Oxidants and Reductants 

Chemically-modulated RSC can be subdivided into two primary regimes based upon the 

location of the intended redox event: 1) ligand-centered, in which the redox moieties are 

incorporated into the ligand scaffold; 2) metal-centered, in which a redox-active metal 

center is used. For ligand-centered RSC, ferrocenyl moieties (and analogues thereof) 

represent the most commonly used redox-active group due to its established and well- 

behaved redox chemistry.34 Furthermore, the redox half-wave potential of many ferrocene 

to ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) transitions is readily accessed by a variety of commercially 

available chemical oxidants and reductants.15, 34-36 These redox agents include, but are not 

limited to, oxidizing agents such as silver triflate (AgOTf), silver tetrakis(3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl) borate (AgBArF), ferrocenium hexafluorophosphate (FcPF6), 

acetylferrocenium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl) borate (AcFcBArF),   
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Figure 1.1. Simplified overview of redox-switchable catalysis for the chemoselective ring-

opening polymerization of cyclic esters and epoxides. 
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and ferrocenium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl) borate (FcBArF), as well as, 

reducing agents such as cobaltocene (CoCp2) and decamethylferrocene (Fe(Cp*)2).37  

Though ligand-centered RSC offers certain advantages, such as flexibility in the 

placement of redox-active sites distal or proximal to the active metal center, the inclusion 

of one or more redox-active moieties on a catalyst’s ligand scaffold can be synthetically 

challenging, often adding multiple steps to the synthetic process. To avoid this issue, and 

in some cases to leverage the synthetic ease of using previously reported catalytic species, 

researchers often elect to use catalysts in which the active metal center is inherently redox-

active. Examples include catalysts bearing cerium and iron active metal centers, which are 

both redox-active and are also the site of monomer coordination and insertion.  

1.1. Ligand-Centered Redox-Switching using Group IV Transition-Metal Catalysts 

Transition metal-based ROP catalysts bearing tetradentate [ONNO] salen-type 

ligands have frequently been employed in the literature.38-47 It has been found that the 

electronic nature of these ligands can dramatically influence catalytic reactivity, which has 

been demonstrated through extensive studies. For example, Gibson and Long reported a 

library of Ti-centered [ONNO] salen-type complexes bearing either electron-withdrawing 

(EW) or electron-donating (ED) pendant groups. It was discovered that catalysts bearing 

more electron-rich ligands polymerized racemic lactide (rac-LA) up to three times faster 

than analogous catalysts bearing EW groups.48 Based on this understanding of how ligand 

electronic character impacts catalytic activity, researchers soon began to design and 

develop a wide variety of redox-switchable ROP catalysts bearing either symmetric or 

asymmetric ligand scaffolds that feature redox-active moieties. These ligand-based redox 
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sites could then be electronically tuned, in situ, via the simple addition or removal of one 

or more electrons. 

1.1.1. Symmetric Ligand Scaffolds 

In 2006, Gibson and N. Long reported the first redox-active ROP catalyst, a 

[ONNO] salen-type catalyst bearing two ferrocenyl moieties bound to titanium, 1red (Figure 

1.2).34 They found that the reactivity of this catalyst could be widely varied (kred/kox ≈ 30) 

via oxidation and reduction of the ligand’s ferrocenyl moieties, wherein reduced catalyst 

1red is polymerization active and oxidized catalyst 1ox is in a near dormant state (Figure 

1.2). The observed change in catalytic activity was hypothesized to arise due to modulation 

of the electron density around the active metal center upon oxidation or reduction of the 

ferrocenyl substituted ligand, although the exact mechanistic rationale was not well 

understood at that time. 

Following this seminal work, the groups of Diaconescu and B. Long each 

independently examined the redox-switchable behavior of a variety of other group IV 

transition metal-based catalysts bearing redox-active ferrocenyl moieties about their 

symmetric ligand scaffolds.35, 36, 49-54 As an example, B. Long and coworkers probed the 

effects that redox-active moiety proximity to the active metal center has on catalytic 

behavior through the development of salfen catalyst 2, wherein the redox-active ferrocenyl 

moiety is positioned close to the active metal site in the  backbone of an [ONNO] type 

ligand comprised of imine moieties.36 They found that the native catalyst 2red exhibited 

virtually no ROP activity for L-lactide (L-LA), whereas the oxidized species, 2ox, was   
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Figure 1.2. Examples of redox-switchable catalysts bearing symmetric ligand scaffolds. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. In situ oscillation of catalytic activity during a L-lactide polymerization using 

catalyst 1, which was oxidized using AgOTf and reduced using Fe(Cp*)2. Reproduced 

from ref 33. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.  
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highly active. Unexpectedly, this behavior was opposite to that which was observed using 

catalyst 1. However, when these experiments were reproduced so as that the oxidation and 

reduction of catalyst 2 were performed in the presence of monomer, the catalyst exhibited  

a complete flip in polymerization activity, exhibiting appreciable polymerization in the 

reduced state (2red) and becoming virtually inactive in its oxidized state (2ox). Further 

investigations using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and detailed 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis 

suggest that a geometry change from the unusual β-cis form to either the α-cis or trans 

forms occurs when catalyst 2 is oxidized and reduced in the presence of monomer (Figure 

1.4). In contrast, oxidation and reduction of this catalyst species in the absence of monomer 

appeared to be bereft of any ligand geometry change. Diaconescu and coworkers would 

later observe similar geometry switching behavior for the structurally related Zr complex 

3.55 These results were important as they highlight that ligand coordination geometry about 

the active metal center may not be fixed during polymerization, and that ligand 

coordination mode may be influenced by the polymerization conditions chosen (solvent 

type, monomer choice, temperature, etc).  

To investigate the effect that conjugation within the ligand scaffold has on catalytic 

activity and redox-switchability of these systems, Diaconescu and coworkers developed 

catalyst 3, a Zr-centered salfen, which is the fully conjugated analogue of 4.54 The ROP 

activity of both catalysts were tested for a variety of cyclic ester and ether monomers, 

including L-LA, cyclohexene oxide (CHO), δ-valerolactone (VL), β-butyrolactone (BL), 

trimethylene carbonate (TMC), propylene oxide (PO), and propylene carbonate  (PC).49-51, 

54 Of the monomers tested, L-LA and CHO stood out as highly active and orthogonal   
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Figure 1.4. Proposed ligand isomerization of catalyst 2 from its β-cis form to either its 

trans or α-cis form. 
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partners for both catalysts with the native species (3red and 4red), exhibiting activity for the 

polymerization of L-LA while inactive for the polymerization of CHO. Conversely, the 

oxidized species (3ox and 4ox) exhibited the opposite behavior showing inactivity for the 

polymerization of L-LA and high activity for the polymerization of CHO. Moreover, both 

catalysts 3 and 4 were used to access well-defined di- and triblock copolymers of PLA and 

PCHO via in situ redox switching experiments in the presence of both LA and CHO.50-54 

When comparing their ROP activity, it was found that catalyst 3red polymerized L-

LA at a faster rate than 4red. 49 In contrast, 3ox was noted to polymerize CHO more slowly 

than 4ox. These results indicate that variation to the degree of conjugation within the ligand 

scaffold play a notable role in the ROP activity of these redox-switchable catalysts. 

Diaconescu and coworkers also investigated the Ti- and Zr-based redox-switchable 

ROP catalysts 5 and 6, which bear identical symmetric tetradentate [OSSO] ligands, for 

the polymerization of a variety of monomers, including LA, CL, VL, TMC, and CHO.49, 

52, 53 When Ti-based catalyst 5 was compared to its Zr-based analogue 6, the authors found 

that both systems exhibited lower activity in their oxidized states than their native, reduced 

states for the ROP of LA.52 However, when comparing their activity for the ROP of CL, 

opposite trends in activity were observed, wherein catalyst 6red was more active than its 

oxidized analogue 6ox, and oxidized catalyst 5ox was more active than reduced 5red.  

Interestingly, catalyst 5 was the first reported system capable of producing a one-

pot block copolymer of LA and CL via in situ redox-switching, while also producing block 

copolymers of LA and CHO with excellent block definition. 49 To achieve this latter feat, 

catalyst 5red was mixed into a monomer mixture of LA and CHO. Due to catalyst 5’s 
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preference to consume LA over CHO, LA was selectively polymerized, reaching 90 % 

monomer conversion. At this point, a chemical oxidant was introduced into the reaction 

mixture, yielding oxidized catalyst 5ox and continuing to extend the polymer chain by 

consuming the CHO monomer present. It was found that copolymerization of the inactive 

monomer in each block was negligible during each respective polymerization segement.52 

1.1.2. Asymmetric Ligand Scaffolds 

In 2020, B. Long and coworkers reported a series of tridentate Schiff base-type 

catalysts (7-8) bearing one redox-active ferrocenyl moiety to further examine how 

systematic changes in redox-active ROP catalyst ligand scaffold design affect catalytic 

activity and redox-switchability (Figure 1.5).35 Tridentate [ONN] Schiff base-type ligands 

were chosen for this study due to their structural similarity to catalyst 1, straightforward 

synthesis, and because they have been previously studied as ROP catalysts in conjunction 

with various other metal centers such as In, Zn, Ca, Sn, and Ni.15, 22, 25, 26, 31, 35, 36, 56-64 The 

catalytic activity and redox-switchability of catalyst 7 was compared to that of the 

analogous [ONNO] salen-type catalyst 1, which bears two redox-active moieties, to 

determine how number of redox-active moieties and ligand denticity affect catalytic 

performance. It was found that reduced catalyst 7red was more active for the ROP of L-LA 

than oxidized 7ox; however, deleterious side reactions occurring during oxidation and 

reduction reactions prevented repeatable redox-switching and accurate comparison to 

symmetric catalyst 1red.15  
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Figure 1.5. Asymmetric Ti- and Zr-based catalysts bearing [ONN] Schiff base-type 

ligands. 
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In contrast to the Ti containing catalyst 7, which suffered from undesirable side 

reactions during redox events, its Zr analogue 8 (Figure 1.5 ) was found to be free of those 

same side-reactions. Kinetic investigations using catalyst 8 for the ROP of L-LA revealed 

that the reduced, asymmetric catalyst 8red was significantly faster than its oxidized 

analogue 8ox and exhibited a similar overall rate constant for L-LA polymerization as 

symmetric catalyst 1red, albeit only having a single redox active site. Furthermore, 8red 

exhibited a significantly higher native state catalytic activity than catalyst 7red, suggesting 

that the identity of the catalysts’ active metal center plays an important role in both the 

overall catalytic activity and redox-switchability.15 

1.1.3. Mechanism and Rationale for Redox Switchability 

While all the studies highlighted above describe differentiation in polymerization 

behavior based on changes in the ferrocenyl oxidation state, which was routinely 

hypothesized to be due to changes in electron density at the active metal site, little 

experimental or computational evidence existed that would confirm how these changes in 

redox state altered catalytic activity and selectivity, at a fundamental level. In 2017, 

Diaconescu and coworkers computationally studied the mechanistic details of LA 

polymerization using a Zr-based [ONNO] salan-type catalyst 4b (Figure 1.6), which is a 

simplified analogue of catalyst 4, to further understand the fundamental rationale for redox-

switchability.51 

Because catalyst 4b is coordinatively saturated, some portion of the ligand is 

believed to dissociate to open a monomer coordination site. It is hypothesized that this 

could occur through the dissociation of one or more nitrogen donors as the strength of a 
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Zr-O bond renders the dissociation of a monoanionic alkoxide ligand unlikely. This is 

supported by Diaconescu’s calculated structures that show dissociation of both nitrogen 

donors from the metal center to facilitate coordination of the monomer. Once a 

coordination site is open, polymerization proceeds via coordination of monomer to the 

metal center (Zr-II) (Figure 1.6), followed by nucleophilic attack of the metal alkoxide at 

the carbonyl of the monomer, which breaks the carbonyl C=O double bond to yield 

intermediate Zr-III. The ester oxygen then coordinates the metal center followed by 

reformation of the carbonyl π-bond and breaking of the ester C-O single bond to open the 

ring and form the chelated, 8-membered metallacyclic intermediate Zr-IV.  

This intermediate rearranges so that the carbonyl oxygen of the newly inserted LA 

is chelated to the metal center to form a relatively more stable metallacyclopentane 

intermediate, Zr-V. The carbonyl must then dissociate from the Zr-metal center to provide 

intermediate Zr-VI for coordination and insertion of another LA monomer, and subsequent 

polymerization, to occur. For the reduced catalyst 4bred, the most stable intermediate for 

the first insertion of LA was shown to be intermediate Zr-VI, wherein the ring-opened LA 

unit has been inserted between the Zr-center and the alkoxide ligand. Following the first 

monomer coordination and insertion, propagation was similarly expected to be 

energetically favored, which agrees well with experimental observations. 

In contrast, it was found that oxidized catalyst 4box features a more electron 

withdrawing ferrocenium moiety that decreases electron-density at the metal center and 

results in increased electrophilicity, ultimately strengthening the coordination between the   
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Figure 1.6. Mechanistic pathway for the polymerization of LA using simplified catalyst 

4b that was used for computational investigations. Adapted from ref 51. Copyright 2017 

American Chemical Society. 
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carbonyl group and the active Zr center. Due to the Zr-O bond strength of 4box, all 

intermediates and transition states of the initial monomer coordination and insertion were 

calculated to be lower in energy than the analogous intermediates and transition states of 

initiation using 4bred. However, the energy of the metallacyclopentane intermediate Zr-V 

is dramatically lowered, becoming the thermodynamically favored intermediate and 

theorized resting state. Moreover, these calculations reveal that dissociation of the 

metallacyclopentane carbonyl group from intermediate Zr-V to yield intermediate Zr-VI 

is disfavored by ~7 kcal/mol, therefore making subsequent polymer chain propagation 

using oxidized catalyst 4box disfavored. In sum, these computational results suggest that 

oxidized catalyst 4box should be inactive for the polymerization of LA, whereas reduced 

catalyst 4bred should be polymerization active, which agrees well with experimental 

observations. 

1.2. Ligand-Centered Redox-Switching using non-Group IV Transition-Metal Catalysts 

In addition to the plethora of group IV metal centered redox-switchable ROP 

catalysts developed since the seminal report by Gibson and N. Long in 2006, researchers 

have also examined a variety of redox-switchable catalysts that bear other, non-group IV, 

transition metal centers. These include complexes featuring Y, In, Al, La, and Zn as their 

active metal centers.22, 65-69 As an example, Diaconescu and coworkers were the first to 

explore non-group IV metal-centered redox-switchable polymerization catalysts with the 

development of alkoxy ligated In- and Y-based catalysts bearing phosfen ligands (catalysts 

9 and 10, respectively,  
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Figure 1.7).66 The ROP activity and redox-switchability of both catalysts were 

tested using the monomers L-LA and TMC. It was found that the reduced  

 

Figure 1.7. Select examples of non-Group IV-centered redox-switchable catalysts. 
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Y-centered catalyst 9red was more active for the polymerization of both L-LA and TMC 

than its oxidized analogue 9ox. Conversely, the In-based reduced catalyst 10red exhibited 

opposite behavior towards the polymerization of TMC, wherein the oxidized catalyst 10ox 

was found to be more active than reduced species 10red. These observations suggest that 

reactivity changes resulting from oxidation and reduction of ligand-based ferrocenyl 

moieties can be heavily metal-center-dependent, despite bearing identical ligands. Based 

on DFT calculations of these catalysts, it was hypothesized that changes in the 

electrophilicity of the active metal center, as well as changes in the activation energies of 

the migratory insertion and/or ring-opening steps of the polymerization, cause these 

differences in observed catalytic activity.15  

Aluminum-based redox-switchable catalysts have also been of keen interest as ROP 

catalysts due to their ease of synthesis, inexpensive synthetic precursors, and strong Lewis 

acidity. These features have led to the development of several redox-switchable catalysts 

that feature Al-based active metal sites for the ROP of a variety of cyclic monomers. These 

include examples bearing [ONNO] salen-type and [OSSO]-type ligands, such as catalyst 

11 ( 

Figure 1.7).22, 65, 68 These studies have not only shown that Al-centered redox-

switchable catalysts exhibit different polymerization activity between their native and 

oxidized states for L-LA, CHO, and CL, but they can also exhibit chemoselective and 

orthogonal polymerization behavior between monomers, a feature that is of extreme 

importance to the one-pot synthesis of well-defined block copolymers via in situ redox-

switching. Lastly, DFT computational methods have similarly been employed to gain a 
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better mechanistic understanding of how these Al-centered complexes exhibit redox-

switchability.22, 65  

Recently, Otten and coworkers have reported the first ligand-centered redox-

switchable ROP catalyst that utilizes the redox chemistry of a purely organic ligand instead 

of employing common ferrocenyl moieties. Therein, a Zn-centered formazanate catalyst 

12 ( 

Figure 1.7) was developed and evaluated for the ROP of LA.69 The formazanate 

ligand was chosen due to its ready availability, tunability via chemical modification, and 

low cost, providing an attractive platform for the development of redox-switchable ROP 

catalysts that are not limited to the presence of a metal ion for oxidation and reduction. 

When tested for the ROP of LA, the native catalyst 12ox exhibited negligible activity, 

whereas the reduced species 12red was polymerization active for LA. This activity 

differentiation was utilized to perform in situ redox-based “on/off” switching during the 

polymerization of LA, and exhibited excellent reversibility. Kinetic and spectroscopic 

analyses were conducted to provide mechanistic insight into the role of the ligand in redox-

switching, initiation of polymerization, and formation of cyclic PLA. 

1.3. Metal-Centered Redox-Switchable ROP Catalysts 

Diaconescu, Cantat, and coworkers developed the first metal-centered redox-

switchable ROP catalyst, 13, which used a cerium active metal center and a symmetric 

[ONNO] salen-type ligand ( 

Figure 1.8. Selected examples of redox-switchable catalysts that feature redox-

active, active metal sites.38 When tested, 13red was found to polymerize L-LA faster than 
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its oxidized analogue 13ox. Furthermore, it was observed that the polymerization could be 

modulated between active and inactive states repeatedly through in situ redox-switching 

experiments. These results provided proof-of-principle results that redox-active ligand 

scaffolds are not necessary for the formation of redox-switchable ROP catalysts, but that 

the active metal site can simultaneously serve as the point of redox modulation and 

coordination-insertion polymerization. Soon thereafter, Okuda and coworkers would also 

investigate Ce-based redox-switchable ROP catalysts bearing [OSSO]bisphenolate 

ligands, 14 ( 

Figure 1.8).57-59 When tested for the polymerization of meso-LA, 14ox was found 

to be approximately 60 more active than reduced catalyst 14red. The researchers 

hypothesize that this differentiation in ROP activity is due to the larger ionic radius of CeIII, 

thereby leading to more thermodynamically favorable coordination and insertion of 

monomer. 

In addition to Ce, Fe has also been of particular interest in the field of metal-

centered redox-active ROP catalysts.57, 70 In 2013, the Byers and coworkers examined the 

redox-switching behavior of the Fe-centered bis(imino)pyridine catalyst 15 ( 

Figure 1.8) for the ROP of rac-LA.57 In the presence of an alcohol initiator, 15red 

exhibited higher ROP activity for rac-LA than its oxidized analogue, 15ox. Moreover, the 

researchers showed that the catalyst system could undergo multiple consecutive in situ 

redox-switches with little to no change in ROP activity, polymer molecular weight, or 

dispersity. Catalyst 15’s monomer scope was then expanded to investigate potential 

chemoselectivity and its potential for one-pot, block copolymerizations.23 Upon evaluating 
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a variety of monomers, CHO emerged as a highly active and orthogonal partner to LA with 

the oxidized catalyst   
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Figure 1.8. Selected examples of redox-switchable catalysts that feature redox-active, 

active metal sites. 
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15ox exhibiting higher ROP activity for CHO than the reduced catalyst 15red (Figure 1.9a). 

This orthogonal behavior was then harnessed to access PLA-PCHO and PCHO-PLA block 

copolymers via one-pot, in situ redox-switching copolymerizations and having excellent 

definition between blocks (Figure 1.9b). 

Lastly, the orthogonal monomer reactivity observed for catalyst 15 between LA and 

various epoxide-based monomers was harnessed to develop the first example of redox-

triggered crosslinking using an epoxy-substituted lactide-based monomer.70 It was found 

that reduced catalyst 15red selectively polymerized the cyclic diester portion of the 

monomer to obtain an epoxide-functionalized polyester. However, addition of an oxidant 

resulted in the in situ formation of catalyst 15ox which would then selectively crosslink via 

ROP to produce a polymer network. The reverse activity could also be exhibited, wherein 

the epoxide moieties could first be polymerized using 15ox followed by catalyst reduction 

and crosslinking of the cyclic diester functionalities. 

2. External Redox Modulation 

 Thought he vast majority of all redox-switchable ROP catalysts developed since 

2006 have been modulated via the addition of chemical oxidants and reductants before, or 

during, polymerization, researchers have now expanded their efforts to develop new 

methods by with redox-switching can be achieved without the need to add chemical agents. 

One alternative stimulus that has shown particular promise is electrochemistry. Supplying 

the redox potentials needed to achieve redox-switchable polymerization behavior via 

electrochemistry offers multiple potential advantages over those requiring the addition of   
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Figure 1.9. a) Chemoselective polymerization of LA and CHO using either catalyst 15red 

or 15ox, as well as b) the synthesis of PLA-PCHO block copolymers via in situ redox 

switching of catalyst 15. 
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chemical reagents. Examples of these advantages include: 1) eliminating the need to add 

stoichiometric quantities of redox reagents, 2) reducing possible side reactions associated 

with added chemical reagents or the buildup of their byproducts, 3) reducing the 

concentration of metal impurities that must be removed from the final polymer, 4) 

electrochemistry is more easily programmable, 5) more practical for polymerization 

requiring elevated pressures of gaseous monomers, and 6) providing access to a notably 

wider range of achievable, and selectable redox potentials.25 

2.1. Electrochemical Redox-Switching ROP 

The seminal report of an electrochemically switchable (“e-switchable”) ROP was 

presented by Byers and coworkers in 2018, when they expanded their investigation of their 

Fe-centered bis(imino)pyridine catalyst 15.25 When tested for the ROP polymerizations L-

LA and CHO, they found that the native catalyst 15red was active for the polymerization of 

L-LA, but inactive for the polymerization of CHO, which is consistent with experimental 

observations made when redox-switching was performed via the addition of chemical 

redox agents.23, 25 Oxidized catalyst 15ox was then generated by applying a voltage of 3.7 

V (vs. Li+/Li), and was found to be polymerization inactive for L-LA and active for the 

polymerization of CHO. Leveraging this orthogonal chemoselectivity between L-LA and 

CHO based on catalyst redox state, electrochemical switching was performed in situ 

(Figure 1.10), enabling access to PLA-PCHO block copolymers with precise temporal 

control between blocks. 

Following this work, Diaconescu and coworkers found that catalyst 4 was also able 

to undergo in situ electrochemical redox-switching (Figure 1.11).50 They found that   
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Figure 1.10. Electrochemical switching of catalyst 15 and polymerization of L-LA and 

CHO. Adapted from ref 25. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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catalyst 4 exhibited similar “on/off” polymerization activity trends and chemoselectivity 

using electrochemical redox-switching for the polymerization of LA and CHO, as was 

found via the addition of chemical oxidants and reductants for the polymerization of LA 

and CHO.24, 50 Therein, native species 4red was active for the polymerization for LA and 

inactive for CHO, but upon electrochemical switching to oxidized catalyst 4ox, the catalyst 

was then rendered virtually inactive for the polymerization of LA and active for the 

polymerization of CHO. Harnessing this orthogonal behavior, in situ electrochemical 

redox-switching experiments were used to oscillate catalytic chemoselectivity and 

synthesize di- to –tetra block copolymers of LA and CHO under both sequential addition 

and one-pot conditions. Lastly, they expanded the monomer classes amenable to this 

catalyst to also include BL and obtain ABC-type copolymers via in situ electrochemical 

redox-switching.  

Recently, Pang, Chen, and coworkers reported a heterometallic Co-Mn salen-type 

complex 16 for the ROP of LA and the ring-opening copolymerization (ROCOP) of CO2 

and epoxides (Figure 11b).71 It was found that in the native CoII-MnII redox-state (16red), 

the catalyst was active for the ROP of LA, but inactive for the ROCOP of CO2 and 

epoxides. Conversely, upon electrochemical oxidation to yield the oxidized CoIII-MnIII 

catalyst system 16ox, opposite behavior was observed in which the catalyst was inactive for 

the ROP of LA and active for the ROCOP of CO2 and epoxides. Utilizing this orthogonal 

activity, PLA and poly(propylene carbonate) multiblock copolymers were synthesized via 

one-pot electrochemical redox switching reactions, as well as, tri-block copolymers of LA 

and either epichlorohydrin or glycidyl methacrylate. 
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Figure 1.11. Catalyst systems used for electrochemically modulated, redox-switchable 

ROP. 
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3. Summary and Outlook 

Researchers continually strive to access new and advanced polymer structures with 

programmed thermomechanical, solution-state, and rheological properties. In a quest to 

access these well-defined materials, external stimuli modulated polymerizations offer a 

unique opportunity by which dynamic catalyst systems may be used to elicit highly specific 

and selective transformations. When applied to redox-active polymerization catalysts, 

external stimuli may be used to toggle a catalyst’s redox state, in situ, resulting in 

modulated reactivity, selectivity, polymerization kinetics, and even chemoselectivity.  

Herein, we have summarized several major developments within the field of redox-

switchable ROP, though this perspective should not be taken as an all-encompassing 

review. Through these developments, redox-switchable ROP has enabled researchers to 

modulate catalytic polymerization kinetics through the in-situ oxidation and/or reduction 

of either redox-active ligands or redox-active metal-centers, resulting in “on/off” switching 

type polymerization behavior. It has also been shown that redox-switching events can be 

used to modulate catalytic chemoselectivity, which can then be harnessed for the formation 

of advanced polymer architectures, such as block copolymers.  

Despite these advances, if we are to enable access to even more sophisticated 

polymeric materials, such as sequence regulated polymers, an even higher degree of control 

will be necessary. Some ways that this may be accomplished include: 1) accessing redox-

switchable catalyst systems with three or more accessible redox-states, 2) increasing the 

library of applicable monomers that exhibit orthogonal activity, 3) designing catalyst 

systems that are responsive to two or more orthogonal stimuli to provoke more than one 
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discrete switching behavior, 4) developing catalysts with two or more distinct active 

centers that may be oscillated independently of each other, and 5) developing catalysts that 

may be modulated between varying polymerization mechanisms. Lastly, we envision that 

utilizing techniques, such as redox switchable ROP, to impart spatiotemporal control over 

the polymerization process may provide the critical chemistry required by many existing 

and future applications, such as 3D printing, patterning, or lithography.72-75  
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CHAPTER 2.  

REDOX-ACTIVE OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION PRECATALYSTS 
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Abstract 

 

The development of redox-active polymerization catalysts has brought a new 

synthetic paradigm that enables researchers to access a greater diversity of polymeric 

properties from a single catalyst system. These redox events may occur at either the active 

metal-site or on the coordinated ligand framework, and have been proven amenable to the 

ring-opening polymerization of a wide variety of cyclic ester and carbonate monomers. 

However, there is growing interest in the field of redox-active polymerization catalysis 

expand its applicability to include various other polymerization techniques, such as olefin 

polymerization. Olefin polymerization is a preeminent target due to the use of inexpensive 

and readily-available monomer feedstocks, wide variety of accessible thermomechanical 

polymer properties, and ubiquity in everyday consumer products. Herein, we will describe 

our efforts to expand the field of redox-switchable olefin polymerization precatalysts.  

Introduction 

 Polyolefins were traditionally produced exclusively using heterogeneous 

polymerization catalysts, such as Phillip’s chromium oxide on silica catalyst and Ziegler-

Natta style vanadium- and titanium-based precatalysts.1, 2 However, the limitations of these 

heterogeneous systems lie in their composition and multi-site nature, as well as their 

insolubility in common organic solvents, all of which makes them difficult to study and 

understand their mechanism. This undesirable feature was a primary driver that led 

researchers to develop homogeneous, single-site precatalysts using early transition metal-

based metallocenes. Homogeneous metallocene catalysts have been praised for their high 

activity and ability to produce relatively narrow dispersity polyolefins with tailorable 
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tacticity.3, 4 Since the development of single-site metallocene catalysts, numerous other 

generations of transition metal-based precatalysts and catalysts, commonly referred to as 

post-metallocenes, have opened many new avenues for both practical and academic use. 

For example, the post-metallocene era has aided scientists to better understand how both 

ligand-based electronic donation/withdrawal, as well as steric interactions, play an integral 

role in a given catalyst’s overall performance.5-7 

Over the past two decades, researchers have continued to better understand the 

factors that control catalytic activity, reactivity, and selectivity within multiple 

polymerization mechanisms. One way this control has been imparted is through the 

development of redox-active, or redox-switchable catalysts. The field of redox-switchable 

catalysts was initially developed for small molecule chemistry by Wrighton and coworkers, 

but was soon thereafter expanded into the field of ring-opening polymerizations by Gibson 

and N. Long.8, 9 Additionally, the redox-activity of such system is useful for their “on/off” 

polymerization activity and, serendipitously, orthogonal monomer reactivity enabling 

access to advanced polymer architectures such as block copolymers. Unfortunately, this 

field of research was primarily limited to the ring-opening polymerization of cyclic esters 

and carbonates until two groups independently developed redox-active catalysts for olefin 

polymerizations.  

The Chen group introduced a series of heteroscorpionate Pd and Ni systems that 

copolymerized ethylene and methyl acrylate (MA), but that would eventually succumb to 

MA poisoning.10 In contrast, the B. Long group developed a nickel-centered α-diimine 

catalyst system that could be chemically reduced, thereby increasing electron density at the 
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metal center leading to tailored polyethylene branching, slowed conversion of higher α-

olefins, and tailored copolymer compositions.11, 12 It is the confluence of these two ideas, 

the versatility of post-metallocene catalysts and redox-activity, that we sought to expand 

this field of research through the efforts described herein.  

One particular precatalyst/ligand system that drew our attention are the “[ONNO]-

type” olefin polymerization precatalysts developed by Kol and coworkers (precatalyst 17 

in Figure 2.1 is a representative example). In general, simple versions of these ligands are 

readily prepared by one-pot, Mannich condensations of the appropriately-substituted 

phenol, an N,N’-dimethyl amine, and formaldehyde.13 This [ONNO] ligand motif was 

chosen due to its facile synthetic requirements and their notoriety for yielding catalysts that 

polymerize many higher α-olefins, such as propylene and 1-hexene, in a living or 

controlled fashion with moderate tacticity control. 

In contrast to the catalysts developed by Gibson and N. Long that rely on 

coordination and insertion of activated carbonyls for the ring-opening polymerization of 

cyclic monomers (e.g. lactones and lactide), the family of [ONNO]-type precatalysts for 

the polymerization of higher α-olefins requires activation via protonolysis to become 

polymerization active. In general, it is known that an activated catalyst’s function can be 

tuned by even a seemingly small alteration to the ligand’s electronic donation to, or 

withdrawal from, the active metal center. Previously, many groups have used precatalyst 

17 ( 
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Figure 2.1), and analogues thereof, to polymerize α-olefins with varying success. 

As an example, the aforementioned [ONNO] precatalysts developed by Kol and coworkers 

exhibits increasing activity for poly(1-hexene) as the nature of the substituent, ortho to  

 

Figure 2.1. [ONNO]-type precatalysts used in this work. 
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the phenoxide, in the general trend Me ~ tBu > Cl.14-17 In addition, they follow a trend in 

which the increasing steric bulk of the ligand provides more regio- and stereoregular 

monomer enchainment that leads to regioregular polyolefins with enriched isotacticity 

(Figure 2.2).14-19 

One way we envisioned that we might impart redox-activity to these [ONNO]-type 

olefin polymerization catalysts is through the incorporation of ferrocenyl (Fc) and 

ethynylferrocenyl (EthFc) moieties. These redox-active moieties have been incorporated 

into various ligand systems, including [ONNO]-, [ONN]-, and [OPPO]-based ligands, as 

well as various others.10, 12, 20-38 In these examples, the redox-active moiety is either singly-

incorporated (i.e. bridging the nitrogen backbone), or doubly-incorporated (i.e. appended 

para to phenoxide group).9, 23, 39, 40 As an example, B. Long and coworkers recently 

published a singly-substituted para-EthFc-substituted [ONN]-type catalyst to probe how 

the quantity of redox-active groups impacts ring-opening polymerization of lactide.28 

In this work, we sought to develop olefin polymerization precatalysts 18 and 19 ( 

Figure 2.1. [ONNO]-type precatalysts used in this work. in which EthFc groups 

have been appended in two strategic positions about the ligand scaffold. Therein, 

precatalyst 18 features EthFc groups distal to the phenoxide moiety, as has been used in 

redox-active [ONNO]-type ligands, while precatalyst 19 places its redox-active moieties 

proximal to the metal center, providing the opportunity for both electronic modulation and 

potentially steric bulk modulation near the active metal center due to the presence of 

weakly coordinating counterions following ferrocenyl-moiety oxidation of precatalyst 

19ox, which is hypothesized pictorially in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.2. Effects of steric bulk at the coordination site. 
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Figure 2.3. Proposed coordination site hindrance for (a) 19 and (b) 19ox. 
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Such increased steric restrictions near the active metal-site has been shown to affect 

polymer tacticity.13-15, 19, 41 In order to understand how the steric effects could be combined 

with redox-activity, two studies are proposed to probe the effects of both redox active 

moiety proximity to the metal site (i.e. catalyst 18 versus 19,  

Figure 2.1) and the impact that increased steric restrictions (i.e. catalyst 17 versus 19,  

Figure 2.1) have on olefin polymerization activity. 

Results and Discussion 

The procedure and characterization of precatalyst 17-L have been previously 

reported by Tshuva et al., and were later modified by Busico and coworkers which 

involved a one-pot Mannich condensation using a substituted phenol, formaldehyde, and 

N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine (Figure 2.4).13, 17 The synthetic route to 18-L, however, is 

more complicated and is shown in Figure 2.5. Therein, 2-adamantyl-4-iodophenol was 

prepared by Friedel-Crafts alkylation of 4-iodophenol and 1-adamantanol, followed by 

ortho-formylation to afford 3-adamantyl-5-iodo-salicylaldehyde.42 This was then coupled 

to previously prepared EthFc using a Sonogashira coupling, followed by imine formation 

using ethylene diamine. This diimine species was then reduced using sodium borohydride 

(NaBH4) and subsequently methylated in two steps: first, the benzoxazine was formed, 

which was then followed by reduction with NaBH4 to yield ligand 18-L. Both 17-L and 

18-L were subsequently metallated using tetrabenzylzirconium (ZrBn4) to afford 

precatalysts 17 and 18, respectively.  
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Figure 2.4. Synthetic scheme to afford 17.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Synthetic scheme for 18-L. 
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Multiple routes were employed in an attempt to access precatalyst 19. For example, 

cross-coupling reactions to append EthFc moieties to 2-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-

methylbenzaldehyde were largely unsuccessful, though they were attempted multiple times 

and involved mimicking the reaction conditions used for 18-L (Figure 2.6a). Further 

coupling attempts were made at the beginning of the synthetic route using commercially 

available 2-iodo-4-methylphenol (Figure 2.6b), and near the end after the reductive 

amination (Figure 2.6Error! Reference source not found.c). Next, the reaction conditions 

were altered systematically (Figure 2.6c). The first alteration substituted 

ethyldiisopropylamine for triethylamine, since both have been employed as the base in 

Sonogashira cross coupling reactions with comparable results.43 While this was not an 

exhaustive study, many other bases (e.g. pyridine, diethyl/diisopropylamine, piperidine) 

have also been reported for cross-coupling reactions and should be investigated in future 

studies.43 Temperature modifications were also explored, which ranged from room 

temperature to refluxing solvent (e.g. THF with stoichiometric amounts of an appropriate 

base, or refluxing in neat base), over a period of time ranging from 6 h to 2 days. Finally, 

couplings involving higher catalyst loadings (5-10 mol% with respect to Pd) were 

attempted to no avail. At the present time, this is believed to be due to steric limitations of 

organometallic intermediates, however more work should be done to improve upon this. 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to probe the redox-activity of each precatalyst. 

CV of precatalyst 18 (Figure 2.7) revealed a half-wave potential of -0.744 V, with respect 

to a Fc/Fc+ standard, indicating that chemical oxidation was possible. Based on this half-

wave potential, AgOTf was chosen as an appropriate oxidant and CoCp2 was chosen as the  
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Figure 2.6. Routes attempted to synthesize precatalyst 19. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Cyclic voltammogram of 18 (0.01 mmol) recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s 

in dichloromethane (5 mL), (nBu)4NPF6 (0.20 M), (E1/2 = -0.774 V) versus Fc/Fc+. 
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reductant as they both provide the electrochemical potential necessary for the Fc/Fc+ 

transition.44 

Precatalyst 17 behaved as reported for the polymerization of 1-hexene, yielding 

viscous poly(1-hexene) with molecular weights as reported in Table 2.1. In contrast, 

precatalyst 18 showed very poor polymerization activity, which is contrary to our original 

hypothesis, wherein we suspected that although the distal portions of the ligands 

surrounding 17 and 18 would be sterically identical, and therefore would exhibit similar 

polymerization activity. Based on these results, we suspect that the drastic decrease in 

activity for precatalyst 18 may be attributed to the greater degree of electron donation from 

the EthFc moieties, as compared with the distal methyl group on 17, which could indicate 

that the more electron deficient precatalyst 18ox might show better polymerization activity. 

To test this, precatalyst 18ox was prepared by adding two equivalents of AgBArf to a toluene 

solution of 18 that was subsequently filtered and dried under vacuum to remove latent 

silver salts. After isolation of 18ox, it was also tested for the polymerization of 1-hexene, 

but yielding negligible polymer product and preventing further polymer characterization 

data for these samples.  

Conclusion and Future Work 

In summary, we have designed, synthesized, and characterized precatalyst 18 

which bears two redox-active moieties distal to the active metal center. Despite this 

precatalyst being a seemingly simple analogue of previously reported precatalyst 17, α-

olefin polymerizations using precatalyst 18 exhibited unexpectedly low activity. Future 

studies can be envisioned that may aid in our understanding of these redox -active catalysts.  
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Table 2.1 Polymerization of 1-hexene using precatalysts 17 and 18.a 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

aPolymerization conditions: 10.0 μmol, 3 mL of 1-hexene, 1 mL of DCM, initiated with 

one equivalent of AB at 20 °C, trxn = 3 h. bDetermined using triple detection GPC operating 

at 160 °C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. cWork in progress, currently awaiting results. 

  

Entry Precatalyst 

Polymer 

yield (%) 

Mn
b 

(kg/mol) Đb 

1 17 30.6 ± 0.5 30.6 ± 1.3 2.3 ± 0.5 

2 18 2.0 ± 0.1 w.i.p.c w.i.p.c 

3 18ox w.i.p.c w.i.p.c w.i.p.c 
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For example, it is well documented that the identity of the active metal site plays a distinct 

role in polymerization activity, and Kol and coworkers have shown that titanium-centered 

precatalysts yield high molecular weight polymer with higher activity, under the same 

conditions, when compared to Zr, and similar but opposite results when compared to Hf.15, 

45, 46 In order to achieve these results, the metal precursor (i.e. Zr(Bn)4) could be substituted 

for Ti(Bn)4 or Hf(Bn)4, during metalation of the ligand. Additional studies using these Ti 

and Hf catalyst analogues should also include redox-activity studies to better understand 

how they impact polymerization activity.  

 It is also well understood that monomer coordination strength to the active metal 

site plays a strong role in multiple facets of a catalyst’s activity, reactivity, and selectivity. 

As such it would be of keen interest to undertake a combined experimental/computational 

mechanistic investigation, using low-temperature NMR studies in conjunction with 

theoretical studies, to better understand the impact that redox-active moieties have on 

catalyst activity. Therein, it will be necessary to achieve some polymerization activity 

using these precatalysts to collect kinetic information pertaining to ethylene and α-olefin 

polymerization. These experimental results can then be correlated to theoretical 

calculations of monomer binding energies to catalyst, as well as how those values change 

as a function of ligand-centered redox-state. 

Lastly, a successful route to ligand 19-L must be developed to determine whether 

the placement of the redox-active moieties impacts polymerization activity. Our inability, 

at present, to access this species is thought to be due to the proximity of the phenolic 

substituent, thereby prohibiting the organometallic intermediates from reacting. Once 
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complete, this ligand fragment may then be converted into ligand 19-L in similarity to 

ligand 18-L, wherein reductive amination using ethylenediamine followed by methylation 

with formaldehyde and NaBH4 workup, and subsequent metalation to afford precatalyst 

19. 

 

Experimental 

General Remarks: All reactions sensitive to air or moisture were carried out under 

nitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk or glove box techniques. Solvents were dried 

on an Innovative Technology PureSolve system and dried using three freeze-pump-thaw 

cycles. All reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Millipore, Fisher Scientific, 

Acros Organics, Strem Chemicals, Oakwood Chemical, or synthesized via previous 

literature methods. NMR spectra were acquired on a Varian Mercury Vx 300 MHz or 

Varian VNMRS 500 MHz instrument and referenced to the appropriate solvent. Polymers 

were characterized using a Malvern High Temperature OMNISEC GPC equipped with a 

TSK gel column with 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as the eluent at 150 oC. Molecular weight and 

dispersity data are reported using triple detection: refractive index, viscometer, low-angle 

light scattering and right-angle light scattering. 

 

Synthesis of 2-(1-adamantyl)-4-methylphenol: 

To a flask was added 4-methylphenol (2.773 g, 25.6 mmol), 1-

adamantanol (4.098 g, 26.9 mmol), and DCM (20 mL). In a separate flask 

sulfuric acid (1.5 mL, 98 % in water) and glacial acetic acid (6.5 mL) were mixed, added 
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to DCM solution dropwise, and allowed to stir for 18 h at room temperature. The reaction 

mixture was diluted with water (150 mL) basified with saturated sodium bicarbonate, 

extracted with DCM (3  50 mL), washed with water (3  50 mL), dried over 

anhydrousMgSO4, and solvent removed under vacuum. The crude product was purified via 

flash chromatography (95:5 hexanes:EA, Rf = 0.35) to give a white solid (4.545 g, 73%).   

Synthesis of 17-L: 

To a flask was added 2-(1-adamantyl)-4-methylphenol 

(1.374 g, 5.67 mmol), N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine 

(0.2 mL, 2.84 mmol), formaldehyde (0.43 mL, 5.67 

mmol, 67 % by weight in water), and MeOH (15 mL). The mixture was refluxed for 2 h, 

during which time a stark white precipitate formed. After cooling, the solid was filtered, 

washed with ice-cold MeOH and dried. (3.72 g, 65.6 %). All characterization matched 

previous literature. 

 

Synthesis of Ethynylferrocene: 

Acetylferrocene (5 g, 21.92 mmol) was added to a Schlenk flask, degassed 

under vacuum, and nitrogen atmosphere introduced. 50 mL THF was added, 

solution cooled to -78 oC followed by the dropwise addition of LDA (1.5 eq, 2 M in 

THF/heptane/ethylbenzene), and allowed to stir for 1h. 3.3 mL of diethylchlorophosphate 

were added and stirred for an hour, then warmed to room temperature and stirred for an 

additional hour. The solution was then cooled to -78 oC, 2.3 eq LDA was added dropwise, 

and stirred for an hour, then warmed to room temperature and allowed to stir for 2 h. The 
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reaction was hydrolyzed, extracted with DCM (3  50 mL), organic layers pooled and dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4, solvent removed under vacuum yielding deep red oil. The crude 

product was purified via flash chromatography (90:10 hexanes:EA, Rf = 0.75) to give a 

dark red crystalline solid (3.79 g, 61%). All characterization matched previous literature. 

 

Synthesis of 2-(1-adamantyl)-4-iodophenol: 

To a flask was added 4-iodophenol (5 g, 22.7 mmol), 1-adamantanol 

(3.46 g, 22.7 mmol) and DCM (15 mL). In a separate flask sulfuric acid 

(1.5 mL, 98 % in water) and glacial acetic acid (6.5 mL) were mixed, added to DCM 

solution dropwise, and allowed to stir for 18 h at room temperature. The reaction mixture 

was diluted with water (150 mL) basified with saturated sodium bicarbonate, extracted 

with DCM (3  50 mL), washed with water (3  50 mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, 

and solvent removed under vacuum to yield a red-orange solid. The crude product was 

purified via flash chromatography (95:5 hexanes:EA, Rf = 0.35) to give a yellow-green 

solid (4.10 g, 52%).  All characterization matched previous literature. 

 

Synthesis of 3-(1-adamantyl)-2-hydroxy-5-iodobenzaldehyde: 

To a pressure tube was added paraformaldehyde (0.185 g, 6.16 mmol), 

magnesium chloride (0.533 g, 5.56 mmol), trimethylamine (0.8 mL, 5.56 

mmol), and 2-(1-adamantyl)-4-iodophenol (1 g, 2.8 mmol) dissolved in 

10 mL THF in the glovebox. The tube was heated to 80 oC for 18 h, cooled, acidified, and 

extracted with CHCl3. The organic layers were washed with water (3  25 mL) and brine 
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(3  25 mL). The crude product was purified via flash chromatography (95:5 hexanes:EA, 

Rf = 0.35) to give a dark red crystalline solid (4.10 g, 52%). All characterization matched 

previous literature. 

 

Synthesis of 3-(1-adamantyl)-5-ethynylferrocenyl-2-hydroxy-benzaldehyde: 

Ethynylferrocene (1.81 g, 8.63 mmol) and 3-(1-adamantyl)-

2-hydroxy-5-iodobenzaldehyde (3 g, 7.85 mmol) were added 

to an oven-dried Schlenk flask and degassed, then dissolved 

in THF (50 mL). To a separate Schlenk flask was added Pd(PPh3)2Cl2 (0.551 g, 0.785 

mmol), copper iodide (3.7 mg, 0.196 mmol) in the glovebox and cycled onto the Schlenk 

line. The ethynylferrocene solution was transferred via cannula. TEA (8 mL) was added, 

the flask heated to 70 oC and allowed to stir for 48 h. The reaction mixture was filtered 

through Celite, and purified via flash chromatography (90:10 hexanes:DCM, Rr = 0.43) to 

give orange solid. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, C6D6) δ (ppm): 1.70 (s, 6H), 1.97-2.07 (m, 11H), 

4.0 (t, 2H), 4.15 (s, 4H), 4.57 (t, 2H), 7.07 (s, 1H), 7.64 (s, 1H), 9.07 (s, 1H), 12.32 (s, 1H). 

13C-NMR (500 MHz, C6D6) δ (ppm): 37.18, 37.39, 40.15, 66.14, 69.33, 70.39, 71.77, 

85.77, 87.77, 115.59, 120.93, 134.96, 137.31, 139.07, 161.36, 196.80. 

 

Synthesis of N,N’-bis(2-(1-adamantyl)-4-ethynylferrocenylphenol)-ethylenediamine: 
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3-(1-adamantyl)-5-ethynylferrocenyl-2-hydroxy-benzaldehyde (1 g, 2.15 mmol) was 

dissolved in ethanol (25 mL, 95%), ethylenediamine (0.07 mL, 1.07 mmol) was added 

along with formic acid (ten drops) and stirred for 4 h. The resulting solid was filtered and 

washed with ice-cold ethanol, dried under vacuum. The solid was then dissolved in THF 

and MeOH (60 and 20 mL, respectively). NaBH4 (4.5 g, in excess) was added in portions 

and the solution was allowed to stir for 18 h. The solvent was removed under vacuum, the 

crude solid dissolved in DCM, then washed with water (2  50 mL) and brine (2  50 mL), 

dried over MgSO4, and solvent removed under vacuum to give an orange solid (1.16 g, 

1.18 mmol).  1H-NMR (500 MHz, C6D6) δ (ppm): 1.23 (m, 4H), 1.85 (m, 16H), 2.11 (s, 

9H), 2.34 (s, 12H), 3.21 (s, 4H), 3.98 (t, 4H), 4.16 (s, 10H), 4.60 (t, 4H), 7.13 (s, 2H), 7.67 

(s, 2H). 

 

Synthesis of 18-L: 

  

N,N’-(ethylenediamino)-bis(2-adamantyl-4-ethynylferrocenylphenol) (1 g, 1.02 mmol) 

was dissolved in MeCN (8.5 mL), to which was added formaldehyde (0.8 mL, 37 % by 

weight in water) and glacial acetic acid (1.5 mL) and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. 

The solution was extracted with DCM (3  25 mL), washed with saturated NaHCO3 (2  

30 mL) and solvent removed. The solid was then dissolved in THF and MeOH (20 mL 

each), NaBH4 (4.5 g) was added in portions, and the solution was stirred for 18 h. Solvent 
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was removed, dissolved in DCM (50 mL), and washed with water (3  25 mL), dried over 

anhydrous MgSO4 and solved removed to yield a brown solid (0.5 g, 49.78 %). 1H-NMR 

(500 MHz, C6D6) δ (ppm): 1.70 (s, 4H), 1.82 (d, 20H), 2.11 (s, 6H), 2.32 (s, 12 H), 3.15 

(m, 4H), 3.98 (s, 4H), 4.16 (s, 10 H), 4.27 (s, 2H), 4.58 (t, 4H), 7.12 (s, 2H), 7.65 (s, 2H). 

 

Synthesis of 2-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-methylbenzaldehyde: 

In a glovebox 2-iodo-4-methylphenol (2 g, 8.544 mmol), 

paraformaldehyde (0.628 g, 18.778 mmol), magnesium chloride (1.626 g, 

17.088 mmol), TEA (2.4 mL, 16.088 mmol), and THF (20 mL) were 

added to a pressure tube, heated to 80 oC for 18 h. After cooling to room temperature the 

mixture was acidified, extracted with CHCl3 (3  15 mL), dried over anhydrous MgSO4, 

solvent removed, and the crude solid purified via flash chromatography (90:10 

hexanes:EA, Rf = 0.28), yielding a pale yellow solid (1.5741 g, 70.2 %). 1H-NMR (500 

MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 2.32 (s, 3H), 7.34 (s, 1H), 7.82 (s, 1H), 9.71 (s, 1H), 11.59 (s, 1H). 

13C-NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 19.98, 85.28, 120.22, 131.35, 134.13, 146.94, 

158.46, 196.03. 

 

Synthesis of Tetrabenzylzirconium: 

To a Schlenk flask was added ZrCl4 (0.5 g, 2.15 mmol), a swivel frit and second flask 

attached, and cycled onto a Schlenk line. Diethyl ether (15 mL) was added, the flask 

wrapped in aluminum foil, cooled to -78 oC, benzylmagnesium chloride (6.6 mL, 1.3 M in 

diethyl ether) was added dropwise, warmed to room temperature and stirred for 18 h. The 
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solvent was removed in vacuo, hexanes (20 mL) was added and the solution stirred for 3 h 

at 60 oC, after which the solution was filtered, solvent removed in vacuo yielding a bright 

yellow solid (0.9 g, 1.97 mmol). All characterization matched previous literature. 

 

General precatalyst synthesis: 

Tetrabenzylzirconium (0.10 mmol) was added to a vial and dissolved in toluene (10 mL). 

To a separate vial was added the appropriate ligand (0.10 mmol) and toluene (10 mL), and 

subsequently added dropwise to the tetrabenzylzirconium vial, transferred to a Schlenk 

tube, and heated to 60 oC for 2 h under inert atmosphere. The solution was cooled to room 

temperature, solvent removed in vacuo, and crystallized by layering DCM/pentane.  

 

General procedure for 1-hexene polymerizations: 

To a vial was added precatalyst (10 μmol), 1-hexene (3 mL), and magnetic stir bar. AB (10 

μmol) was dissolved in DCM (1 mL) in a separate vial and subsequently added to the 

hexane solution and allowed to stir under inert atmosphere. After 3 h, the polymerization 

was quenched with MeOH (10 mL), polymer collected and dried to constant weight under 

vacuum.  
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CHAPTER 3.  

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 

The polymerization of α-olefins has traditionally been achieved using heterogeneous 

catalysts which are typically multisite in nature proving difficult to understand 

mechanistically. The last two decades, however, have brought about a host of new single-

site catalysts which allow for facile investigation and selective tunability. In addition, 

redox-active moieties provide a more refined level of control due to the “two-for-one” 

nature. Early examples of redox-active catalysts feature EthFc units that display “on/off” 

activity and later lead to orthogonal monomer copolymerizations of cyclic esters.1-7  

Adjacent to this research thrust, other groups were working towards a deeper 

understanding of how olefin polymerizations are affected by the presence of either 

electron-withdrawing or electron-donating groups for various ligand/catalyst systems, 

including the [ONNO]-type systems described in Chapter 2.8-13 Ferrocenyl units have been 

added systematically to the ligand scaffold to provide both ED/EW activity in a single 

system and has been appended in a variety of combinations and proximities.  

In an attempt to expand the field of redox-active olefin polymerization catalysis, we 

synthesized and characterized precatalyst 18 which bears two redox-active ferrocenyl units 

distal to the metal center. Unfortunately, precatalyst 18 showed scant polymerization 

activity in either redox state and at this time it is unclear what the source of this unexpected 

behavior is. Our original hypothesis was that precatalysts 17 and 18 are similar in their 

steric environments at the active metal site and should therefore both be polymerization 

active. However, this hypothesis has been disproven, suggesting strongly that the electronic 

donation of the ferrocenyl moieties in activated catalyst 18 must hinder either monomer 
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coordination to the active metal center, or that it perturbs the ability of this catalyst to 

undergo migratory insertion of the monomer.  
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION – CHAPTER 2 
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Figure A.1. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 3-(1-adamantyl)-5-ethynylferrocenyl-2-

hydroxy-benzaldehyde. 
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Figure A.2. 13C-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 3-(1-adamantyl)-5-ethynylferrocenyl-

2-hydroxy-benzaldehyde.  
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Figure A.3. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of N,N’-bis(2-(1-adamantyl)-4-

ethynylferrocenylphenol)-ethylenediamine.1 
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Figure A.4. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 18-L. 
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Figure A.5. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 18. 
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Figure A.6. 13C-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 18.  
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Figure A.7. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, C6D6) of 18ox.  
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Figure A.8. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, CDCl3) of 2-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-

methylbenzaldehyde. 
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Figure A.9. 13C-NMR (500 MHz, 25 oC, CDCl3) of 2-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-

methylbenzaldehyde. 
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Figure A.10. Raw GPC data of 1-hexene polymerization using 17. 
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APPENDIX B  

HETEROLEPTIC ALUMINUM ALLYLS AS INITIATORS FOR 

LACTIDE POLYMERIZATION 
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Abstract 

Organoaluminum complexes with the formula [(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] (NHC = IMes 

(IMes = 1,3-bis(2,4,6trimethylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) or IDipp (IDipp = 1,3-bis(2,6-

diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene); A′ = [1,3-(SiMe3)2C3H3]−; n = 0−2) were 

synthesized either through solution or mechanochemical methods. Although an NHC 

adduct with [AlA′3] did not form, [(IDipp)AlCl2A′] and [(IMes)AlClA′2] were obtained 

and X-ray crystallography confirmed their construction around Al in a distorted tetrahedral 

environment. The [(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] complexes, [AlA′3], and [Al(OiPr)3] (as a reference) 
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were examined for their ability to polymerize L-lactide via ring-opening polymerization to 

produce polylactide. All of them did so with varying degrees of effectiveness. Of the 

organoaluminum species, the [(NHC)AlCl3] complexes were very weak initiators, and 

[AlA′3] the most effective, producing polymer molecular weights up to 49 kDa (Mw), with 

the mixed chloro/allyl complexes in between. All initiators were slower than [Al(OiPr)3]. 

Introduction 

Despite a millennia-long history,1 mechanochemistry has only recently emerged as 

an increasingly applicable tool for organometallic synthesis under solvent-free conditions.2 

Initiated by the absorption of mechanical energy, often by grinding and ball milling,3 

mechanochemical reactions represent “green chemistry” techniques by reducing solvent 

waste and offering shorter reaction times, enhanced yields, and improved selectivity when 

compared to analogous solution-based approaches.4 One of the greatest benefits of 

mechanochemically based synthesis is the potential access it provides to new types of 

molecular structures, including low-coordinate metal complexes.5  

Unsolvated organometallics constitute one class of such low-coordinate complexes. 

For example, the parent tri(allyl) aluminum complex exists only in the form of solvent 

adducts [Al(C3H5)3·S] (S = THF, pyridine, OPPh3).6 Attempts to form the potentially more 

reactive unsolvated complex with either the unsubstituted or substituted allyl ligand, 

[1,3(SiMe3)2C3H3]− (= [A′]−), with solution-based syntheses have not been successful.2b,7 

In contrast, a mechanochemical approach, in which the reagents are ground without a 

solvent, is effective and leads to the isolation of [AlA′3] in high yield.2b As an additional 

benefit, the mechanochemically produced complex displays greater reactivity in a 
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stoichiometric context than the solvated counterpart, a feature that could potentially 

contribute to higher reactivity in catalytic reactions.4  

To this aim, we sought to prepare new initiators for lactide polymerization. 

Polylactide (PLA) is a biodegradable plastic alternative (Figure B.1a)that is sourced from 

renewable sources including corn and sugar beets.8 PLA can be used for packaging, drug 

delivery, and biomedical applications,9 and has steadily grown in popularity in recent 

decades. Despite its increasing adoption, there are still issues with PLA’s physical 

properties and processing characteristics that are highly sensitive to the polymerization 

conditions. Such issues have kept its cost relatively high and prevented PLA from 

becoming a commodity polymer.10  

Although low-molecular-weight PLA can be generated by direct polycondensation 

of lactic acid,9 higher-molecular weight PLA is routinely accessed via a milder alternative 

route employing the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of lactide (Figure B.1b).11 Since 

the first report of aluminum isopropoxide as an initiator of ROP in 1991,12 aluminum 

complexes have played a major role in the development of this initiator class.12,13 

Investigations have examined the effect of steric bulk at the aluminum center and the 

strength of metal−ligand bonds, and considerable work has been conducted with 

polydentate N- or O-donor ligands, with both aluminum and other early main-group 

metals.14 In contrast, organoaluminum initiators are much less explored, comprising 

mainly β-diketiminate-aluminum species with methyl or ethyl ligands, sometimes 

including mixed chloro/alkyl species. Several homoleptic organoaluminums [AlR3] (R = 

Me, Et, iBu, and octyl) have been examined as potential ROP initiators and their reactivity  
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Figure B.1. (a) Repeating unit of polylactide (PLA) and (b) L-lactide. 
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compared with [Al(OiPr)3]. Although conversion of L-lactide is slower with [AlR3] species 

than with isopropoxide, molecular weights can be higher by almost a factor of two.13 As a 

complement to this work, we here report the result of generating and employing bulky allyl 

aluminum complexes as ROP initiators. 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis of Aluminum Allyl NHC Adducts. Heteroleptic aluminum complexes 

[(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] (NHC = N-heterocyclic carbene) were prepared by various solution and 

mechanochemical methods, although not all methods worked for every combination of 

ligands. For the trichloro species [(NHC)AlCl3] (ture was allowed to stir for an additional 

3 h. The mixture was then filtered to remove KCl and the filtrate evaporated to give a dark 

orange oil that solidified on standing over several days, providing [(NHC)AlCl2A′] in high 

yield (96% to quant.).  

a), the solution route described by Schödel15 was adapted for the present work (eq B.1; 

NHC = IDipp (1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) or IMes (1,3-bis(2,4,6-

trimethylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene)) 

                                    

An analogous preparation involved grinding the reagents in a planetary mill (PM) (eq B.2). 

The reactions gave quantitative yields and were complete in shorter times than the solution-

based routes, which is a commonly encountered benefit of mechanochemically initiated 

reactions.2c 

(B.1) 
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Preparation of the mono(allyl) [(NHC)AlCl2A′] (Figure B.2b) complexes could be 

performed with either solution or mechanochemical methods. For the solution route, the  

 

Figure B.2. Structures of NHC adducts R = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl or 2,4,6-

trimethylphenyl: (a) [(NHC)AlCl3]; (b) [(NHC)AlCl2A′]; and (c) [(NHC)AlClA′2]. 

  

(B.2) 
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NHC was dissolved in toluene, and then AlCl3 was added. After allowing the solution to 

stir for 15 min, K[A′] was added, and the combined mixture was allowed to stir for an 

additional 3 h. The mixture was then filtered to remove KCl and the filtrate evaporated to 

give a dark orange oil that solidified on standing over several days, providing 

[(NHC)AlCl2A′] in high yield (96% to quant.).  

The mechanochemical equivalent could be done in one step, combining NHC, 

AlCl3, and K[A′] and then grinding the mixture for 15 min in a mixer mill (MM) (or 5 min 

in a planetary mill at 300 rpm) (eq 3.3). The ground mixture was extracted with a minimal 

amount of toluene, the extract filtered, and dried. This approach generated more byproducts 

than the solution route, although their formation could be suppressed to some extent by 

prechilling the grinding jar in liquid nitrogen before milling. A cleaner product in roughly 

56−80% yield was obtained in this way. 

                                 

Under certain conditions, and only when using the solution route to form [(IMes)AlCl2A′], 

small crystals of the mesitylaminium salt N-(2-(mesitylamino)-3,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)pent-

4-en-1-yl)-mesitylaminium chloride were obtained. It was identified through its single-

crystal X-ray structure, which, although definitive as to composition, is of connectivity 

only quality. Its formation apparently involves attack of the [A′]− ion on the C=C double 

bond of IMes, but we have not been able to reproduce it consistently, and so cannot more 

precisely describe the exact conditions required for its formation.  

Attempts to form bis(allyl) complexes [(NHC)AlClA′2] (Figure B.2c) by extension 

of the previously used methods, i.e., mixing NHC, AlCl3, and 2 equiv. of K[A′] under either 

(3.3) 
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solution or mechanochemical conditions (including variations in time, temperature, 

solvent, and milling conditions), produced only the mono(allyl) aluminum species and the 

protonated allyl ligand (i.e., the propene HA′). Instead, these complexes had to be accessed 

by combining (NHC)·HCl with the mechanochemically generated [AlA′3],2b producing 

HA′ as a byproduct (eq 3.4). Removal of the HA′ under vacuum gave [(NHC)AlClA′2] 

complexes in moderate yield, ca. 35−40%. 

                             

To complete the series of complexes, synthesis of [(NHC)AlA′3] adducts was attempted by 

combining [AlA′3] with NHCs (eq 3.5). Even under forcing conditions that were more 

energetic than those used for the other adducts, the attempted reactions yielded only 

starting material 

                                          

We hypothesized that steric crowding may be responsible for the failure to form 

[(NHC)AlA′3] adducts. To examine this possibility, an estimate of the congestion in the 

coordination sphere of aluminum was generated with the Solid-G program16 on DFT-

optimized models of [AlA′3] and [(IMes)AlA′3]. The Gcomplex value represents the net 

coverage so that regions of the coordination sphere where the projections of the ligands 

overlap are counted only once; for [AlA′3], the Gcomplex value is 79.7%. Although IMes 

coordinates to [AlA′3] in the gas-phase approximation, the Gcomplex value is pushed to 

97.8%. There is no absolute cut-off value for stable structures, but the very high amount of 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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steric congestion that would be encountered in such an adduct would likely discourage 

stable adduct formation, particularly in the condensed phase. Note also that the calculated 

Al−Callyl distances have lengthened by 0.06 Å in the hypothetical [(IMes)AlA′3] complex, 

and the Al−Ccarbene distance is 2.157 Å, which is longer (and presumably weaker) than the 

comparable 2.07−2.10 Å distances found for the other NHC−Al complexes described here.  

The NMR spectra for the [(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] (n = 1,2) complexes display 

resonances consistent with η1-bound A′ ligands, indicating that the molecules are not 

fluxional. This is in contrast to the [AlA′3] complex, which although displaying η1-bound 

ligands in the solid state, is highly fluxional in solution, with the A′ ligands giving the 

appearance of being π-bound down to −70 °C (e.g., only one signal is observed for the 

otherwise inequivalent trimethylsilyl groups).2b 

Crystallographic Results. The IDipp version of [(NHC)AlCl2A′] was highly crystalline, 

forming crystals with little effort. In contrast, the IMes analogue was amorphous, and Xray 

quality crystals were not obtained. Interestingly, the situation was reversed in the 

[(NHC)AlClA′2] case, and suitable crystals of [(IMes)AlClA′2] were obtained, as discussed 

below.  

Solid-State Structure of [(IDipp)AlCl2A′]. Colorless crystals of [(IDipp)AlCl2A′] were 

grown from toluene over several days. The asymmetric unit contains one molecule in a 

general position. One isopropyl group was modeled as disordered over two sites (0.51:0.49) 

( 

). The aluminum lies in the center of a distorted tetrahedron, coordinated by the two 

chlorines, the IDipp carbene, and an η1-bonded A′ ligand. The Al−Ccarbene bond length  
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Figure B.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% level) of [(IDipp)AlCl2A′]. For clarity, one 

conformation of the disordered isopropyl group is omitted, as are all hydrogens except 

those on the C3 section of the A′ ligand. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (deg): 

Al1−Cl1, 2.1533(9); Al1−Cl2, 2.1544(9); Al1−C1, 1.989(3); Al1−C10, 2.069(3); C1−C2, 

1.492(4); C2−C3, 1.337(4); Cl1−Al1−Cl2, 106.02(4); Cl1−Al1−C1, 110.01(8); 

Cl2−Al1−C1, 116.44(9); C1−Al1−C10, 114.79(10); Cl1−Al1−C10, 109.06(7); and Cl2− 

Al1−C10, 99.74(7). 
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of 2.069(3) Å is within the typical range of 2.008−2.118 Å found for similar compounds,17 

and is slightly elongated from that found in [(IDipp)AlCl3] (2.018(2) Å).18 Compared to 

the [AlA′3] complex, the Al− Callyl bond is barely longer (1.989(3) vs 1.964(2) Å), despite 

the higher coordination number in [(IDipp)AlCl2A′].2b The average Al−Callyl bonds are 

slightly lengthened from those in [(IDipp)AlCl3] (2.154 and 2.128 Å, respectively).18 

Solid-State Structure of [(IMes)AlClA′2]. Colorless crystals of [(IMes)AlClA′2] were 

grown from hexanes over several weeks (Figure B.4). As in the structure of 

[(IDipp)AlCl2A′], the Al in [(IMes)AlClA′2] is in a distorted tetrahedral environment. 

Probably reflecting the increased steric bulk of the ligands, the distances of aluminum to 

the ligands are slightly longer than those in [(IDipp)AlCl2A′]. For example, the 

aluminum−carbene distance (2.105 Å) is longer than in [(IDipp)AlCl2A′] (2.069 Å) by 

0.036 Å. Similarly, the Al−Cl bond (2.197(1) Å) has increased by 0.043 Å from the Al−Cl 

distance in [(IDipp)AlCl2A′] (2.154 Å, ave.). 

Polymerization Results. Polymerization results are presented in Table B.1 and Error! 

Reference source not found.. As a summary of the data, [AlA′3] was the most active allyl 

initiator of L-lactide. Among the [(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] complexes, reactivity dropped with 

increasing number of chloride ligands. Even when only chlorides were present, which do 

not usually initiate lactide polymerization, low (3−4%) conversion was observed. The most 

likely source of initiation in these cases may be from small amounts of adventitious water 

that acts as an external initiating species; however, we were unable to conclusively show 

this (attempts to analyze the end-groups were not definitive).19 The identity of the NHC 
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was not consistently associated with the more active (highest % conversion) initiator; e.g., 

in the monochloro   

 

Figure B.4. Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% level) of [(IMes)AlClA′2]. For clarity, all 

hydrogens except those on the C3 section of the A′ ligands are omitted. Selected bond 

distances (Å) and angles (deg): Al1−Cl1, 2.197(1); Al1−C1, 1.992(3); Al1−C10, 1.996(3); 

Al1−C19, 2.105(4); C1−C2, 1.489(5); C2−C3, 1.325(5); C10−C11, 1.505(6); C11−C12, 

1.324(4); Cl1−Al1−C1, 104.4(1); Cl1−Al1−C10, 108.6(1); Cl1-Al−C19, 96.2(1); C1-

Al−C10, 112.6(2); C1-Al−C19, 112.0(1); and C10-Al−C19, 109.6(2). 
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Table B.1. Results of Polymerization with L-Lactide. 

Initiator Conv. (%) Mn (kDa) Mw (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) 

[AlA′3] 80.5 22.8 48.8 2.1 

[(IMes)AlClA′2] 47.3 9.3 50.1 5.4 

[(IDipp)AlClA′2] 35.9 7.9 16.3 2.1 

[(IDipp)AlCl2A′] 17.7 7.4 27.7 3.6 

[(IMes)AlCl2A′] 6.0 10.2 16.6 1.6 

[(IDipp)AlCl3] 4.0 7.4 27.7 3.7 

[(IMes)AlCl3] 3.4 8.8 18.4 2.1 

[Al(OiPr)3]b 96.7 18.7 66.0 3.4 

 

 

 

Figure B.5. Conversion as a function of time for various [(NHC)AlCl3‑nA′n] complexes, 

[AlA′3], and [Al(OiPr)3]. 
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species [(NHC)AlClA′2], the IMes complex was more reactive, whereas with the dichloro 

compounds [(NHC)AlCl2A′], the IDipp variant displayed higher conversion. A similar flip 

was found with polydispersity values (Đ) in which the IMes complex of the monochloro 

species [(NHC)AlClA′2] provided PLA with a slightly lower dispersity (Đ = 1.6 vs 2.0), 

whereas with the dichloro [(NHC)AlCl2A′] compounds, the IDipp variant displayed 

substantially better control (Đ = 2.1 vs 5.4). All polymerizations were generally slow, most 

were not complete at 120 h. 

The coordination number (CN) of aluminum may play a role in the polymerization 

rate in that a highly coordinated metal center would have to displace ligands to become 

active. For example, aluminum isopropoxide forms clusters of trimers and tetramers in 

solution, in which the aluminum has a CN of 4 or 5 in the trimer and 4 or 6 in the tetramer.20 

Penczek and co-workers have observed that trimeric [Al(OiPr)3]3 is much faster than 

tetrameric [Al(OiPr)3]4 in the ROP of L-lactide, at least partially reflecting the lower metal 

CN in the trimer.21 Analogously, a structural element of [AlA′3] that may contribute to its 

activity is its 3-coordinate metal center. This is a relatively uncommon feature in “[AlR3]” 

complexes (many such complexes are found as dimers in the solid state, with CN for the 

metal of four).22 The low CN for aluminum may help accelerate the catalytic ROP process, 

much as it assists in its stoichiometric reactivity. 
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